URGENT SAFETY MEASURES
FOR NEPTUNE BATHS

LOCUS ASSOCIATION

"Nestled in a deep mountain gorge in southwest Romania, a group of students
and young architects are trying to breathe life into a dilapidated thermal spa
town that was once the playground of European elites.
Băile Herculane, which translates as Hercules' Baths, is famed for its natural
warm sulphuric springs, originally developed by the Romans, and later by royalty
of the Habsburg Empire.
After a visit in 1852, Austro-Hungarian emperor Franz Joseph said it was the most
beautiful resort on the continent. But after the fall of communism in Romania
in 1989, the historic resort - including its grand old Neptune Baths which were
once a hotspot for elites - was abandoned and fell into chronic decay."
by Stephen McGrath - BBC NEWS

"At the time of the building’s construction, it was the most modern spa in Europe.
Its medical treatment centre boasted renowned doctors as well as visits from
eminent personalities of the time who came to enjoy the cultural and leisure
activities on offer. Among the most notable guests were members of the royal
Habsburg family, including the Empress Elisabeth of Austria – known as Sissi –
and the Emperor Franz Josef."
by EUROPA NOSTRA

We strongly feel that Hercules' Baths monument it's an important part of
Romanian Culture, a part of us, being also a part of European Culture as EUROPA
NOSTRA made it official in December 2021 by receiving Hercules' Baths site
and our the project with open arms.
For almost 5 years we fought to keep this monument on its feet, to keep it alive, so
it can still be restored and healed. This way, maybe sometime soon, it will be
brought to its unmatched beauty and value.
The oppressive feeling we have right now it's the same as in the case of an rare
animal extinction. Cannot be recreated or rebuild. It's unique in every way possible.
We are determined to do the hard work and everything possible to us. Right now
there is a hard financial blocker. HELP US!!!
The Team - LOCUS ASSOCIATION
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01 NEPTUN BATHS REACTIATION

The ﬁrst step of the project, meant to reactivate Neptun Baths Architectural Ensemble, is
the emergency intervention, which aims to stop the degradation process and to remove the
“public danger” label.

Emergency intervention involves the following work:
• Works to support collapsing elements;
•

Level works - replacement of perforated iron rooﬁng sheets;

• Replacement of gutters and downpipes;
•

Support structures for vaults/arches and ﬂoor slabs;

• Framing level works - replacement of damaged elements and support of critical
areas;
• Protection of ornamental elements - the statue and the majolica fountain
• Sanitation of the building;
• Side enclosures to stop access for unauthorized personnel.

Please note that all works are reversible and do not affect the historical character of the house.
Due to insufﬁcient funds, the security was broken down into two phases. The ﬁrst phase
was successfully completed in December 2019.

02 ANTI-COLLAPSE INTERVENTION PHASE I

The execution of the anti-collapse intervention(safety works) within the technical project No.
17068/2017, was broken down in two phases, according to the donations and sponsorships
collected by the Locus Association.
The ﬁrst phase was executed in November 2019 and was successfully completed. The
cost for Phase I was €60,000.
What have we achieved so far?
During the ﬁrst stage of the safety commissioning we:
• intervened in 12 areas at the level of the rooﬁng;
• sanitized the building - 220 cubic meters of rubble and rubbish were removed from
the interior (over 70 lorries);
• protected the majolica fountain;
• blocked access to the building;
• supported two roof trusses and 4 ﬂoor slabs;
• cleared the exterior terraces and the roof, the gutters and the downspouts of
vegetation, moss and debris.

All collapsing structural and ornamental elements that were a public hazard were stored
inside the building, and all already collapsed elements were palletised and stored inside.
IMPORTANT: All these works are reversible and temporary, and are aiming to stop the
deterioration caused by rainwater inﬁltration, the collapse of unstable elements and
unfortunately also man-made damage, like theft or breaking of ornamental elements.

03 ANTI-COLLAPSE INTERVENTION PHASE II

WHERE?

Areas proposed for safety interventions

3 sectors with critical structural damages

WHAT IS NECESSARY?

• MASONRY REWEAVING INTERVENTIONS
• CONSOLIDATION OF THE MASONRY
• BIO TESTS ON BRICK AND STONE
• SUPPORTING ROOF FRAMING
• COMPLETE UNBINDING AND RESTORING OF 2 FRAMINGS
• MOUNTING VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
• RELEASE OF DEBRIS AND VEGETATION
• INSTALLATION OF ACCESS DOORS TO PREVENT UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS TO THE
MONUMENT

04 COSTS
*50,000 - 60,000 EURO:

1. FRAMING UNBINDING - 15,000 EURO
2. MASONRY WEAVING - 30,000 EURO
3. WALLS & ARCHES SUPPORT - 5,000 - 10,000 EURO
4. CLOSURES + VIDEO SYSTEM INSTALLATION - 5,000 EURO

*The costs will ﬂuctuate depending on building materials prices and the tariff of the
specialized companies. Having many structural works, the involvement of volunteers in
them will be limited.

NEEDS
1. WOOD
2. SPECIAL BRICK 8 X 35 CM
3. ACCOMMODATION FOR WORKERS DURING THE CONSTRUCTION SITE

WHAT CAN WE OFFER?
Private tour of Neptune Baths
• Historical tour
• Construction site tour

Media visibility
• Adding the company logo on the Herculane Project website;
• Adding the company logo in the photo and video communication materials of
the safety site;
• Adding the company logo on the plate that will be mounted at Neptun Baths once the
construction site is completed.

WHY?
THE THREE SECTORS PROPOSED FOR INTERVENTION ARE ON THE
THRESHOLD OF PRECOLAPS.
IF THESE SECTORS COLLAPSE THE HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL
MATERIAL, THAT COULD HAVE A UNIVERSAL VALUE, WILL BE LOST
FOREVER !!

